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Emergency management relies on up-to-date information
about the impact of a disaster in an area. However, current
emergency systems rely on data sources that do not provide
a complete geospatial and temporal view of the disaster or
have a temporal lag due to activation or orbital constraints.
To fill these important information gaps, georeferenced
social media posts are analyzed in near-real time. The
Evolution of Copernicus Services (E2mC) project aims at
demonstrating the technical and operational feasibility of the
integration of social media analysis and crowdsourcing by
developing a prototype of the innovative Copernicus
Witness, a new Copernicus Emergency Management Service
component. One module of this component focuses on
analyzing the social media data stream and providing a “big
picture” of the area of interest.
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Validation Harvey
• U.S. Geological Survey 2,123 geo-high water marks
• Emergency Management Service flood outlines

6,706 hurricanerelated tweets
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Validation
Purple: Hot spot map; Brown: EMS flood extent; Green: High water marks

Z_GIS’ Geocrawler: Software to crawl georeferenced social
media posts of multiple social media networks e.g. Twitter,
Flickr, YouTube, Foursquare.

Output

The major part of
Houston was not
identified by EMS
• Difficulty to
provide results
with SAR data

 Sept 14th : Hurricane made landfall
 Sept 15th : First hot spot maps

Areas impacted by
hurricane Florence
(coastal regions):
Hot spots
 display trajectory

Both layers:
Flooded areas
around Houston

Low activity in
Atlanta and
Washington:
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Brown areas in San
Antonio and Austin:
Witness identified
non-affected areas
(EMS did not deliver
unambiguous results)

• Adding official authority dataset for “ground truthing”

• Extraction of latent relevant semantic
topics and classification of social
media posts
 Identification of dynamic
keywords e.g. hashtags
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• Hardly any prior information needed
to identify disaster-impacted areas
and distinctly showing them with hot
and cold spots
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• Spatial validation by comparing hot spot layer, EMS flood
extent layer and an official authority layer.
 Showing the information value of hot spot maps.
• Fill the information gap: Create hot spot maps in the first
hours of a disaster and continuously update them

• Automatic determination of the „best“ hyperparameter set
• Evaluation of geospatial metrics
• Use of geospatial metrics to assess the quality of topic
modelling

• Comparison of analysis results over time
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High water marks:
Stronger focus on
the area around
Houston

• Spatial validation of hot spot and EMS flood extent layer

probability

• Focus on different kinds of natural disasters

Hot spots: Stronger
focus on Houston

Overview of
disaster-impacted
areas on the east
coast

word

• Multimodality: Application of semantic and geospatial
methods on a temporal and geographical filtered dataset
to create relevant information

Large number of
weather station’s bots
 partly creating hot
spots

 Sept 12th : Crawler started
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SATX, Austin,
Lafayette and BRLA
in green because
cold spots in hot spot
layer

From South
Carolina to
Cleveland affected
by the hurricane:
Hot spots

EMS did not analyze
the full area around
Houston especially
along the coast

New York and
Florida: Cold spots

EMS highlights the
area around
Beaumont
“Checkerboard”
pattern
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